Here, the eagle's sharp vision is expanded to express three common notions about the bird : the power to see fish below in the sea from the loftiest heights, the ability to withstand with open eye the direct rays of the sun, and the testing of its young by the same exposure in order to discover which fledgling proves its worth by a refusal to blink or turn away. In addition, there is a trait which Isidore does not mention. As the eagle grows old, its eyes become shrouded with a cataract-like mist. To remove the mist, he Bies up to the circle of the sun, the heat of which evaporates it. The eagle then further rejuvenates itself by diving thrice into a flOWing fountain .' All of these Sight-related characteristics could be easily allegorized in terms of contemplation , and they frequently were, as John M. Steadman 1 has earlier pointed out. The eagle's power to gaze on the sun without blinking, for example, was compared with a steadfast contemplation of the Creator's light necessary to achieve man's ultimate ascension into heaven.
With this consistent and traditional emphasis upon the eagle's powers of vision in the bestiary, in its commentators, and, as Steadman shows, in the writings of the moralists who follow Gregory the Great, one is surprised then to hear Chaucer's eagle speak these words:
Soun ys noght but eyr ybroken, And every speche that ys spoken, Lowd or pryvee, foul or fair, In his substaunce ys but air; For as Rau mbe ys but lyghted smoke, Ryght SOD soun ys air ybroke. [765-70]" W.O. Sypherd' explained long ago that the inspiration of this passage was likely to be found in Vincent of Beauvais' Speculum Naturale and in Macrobius' Commentary on the Dream of Scipio, both of which devote space to a discussion of the production of sound. The eagle's Own explanation that all sound 'mot nede come to Fames HOllS' (786) provides the practical reason for the passage. Yet, where the eagle, by nature, ought to have been better suited to discussing vision, or perhaps the sources of light, there is apparently nothing in the eagle tradition to account for a poetical lecture on the physics of sound.
If there is any link between the eagle and sound, it is perhaps to be discovered in the medium of sound -the element Air. That the Eagle prefixes his discourse by informing Chaucer of the location of the House of Fame is significant in this regard :
First shalt thou here where she duelleth, And so thyn oune bok hyt tellith; Hir paleys stant, as I shal seye, Once the eagle has thus implicitl y established that the H ouse of Fame rests in the region of the element Ai r, he proceeds to introduce the concept of 'kyndely enclynying' (734), a kind of primi tive gravitation theory :
Geffre y, thou wost ryght wei this, That every kyndely thyng that is Hath a kyndely stede ther he May best in hyt conserved be;
As thus: 100, thou maist alday se That an y thing that hevy be, As stoon, or led, or th yng of wighte, And bere hyt never so hye on highte, Lat goo th yn hand, hit falleth doun. Ryght so seye I be fyr or soun, Or smoke, or other th ynges Iyghte; Alwey they seke upward on highte. While ech of hem is at his large, Lyght thing upward, and dounward charge.
And for th is ca use mayst thou see That every ryver to the see Encl yned ys to goo by kynde, And by these skilles, as I fynde, Hath fyssh duellynge in Rood and see, And trees eke in erthe bee. In his commen ta ry on these lines, F.N. Robinson 12 remarks that although the doctrine 'that every natural object has a natural place which it tries to reach , and in which it tries to remain ' cannot be assigned in C haucer to any particular source, there are similar discussions by several authors, including Boethius, Dante, Alanus de Insulis, and St Augustine. The common ground between the eagle's discourse and these 'similar discussions: however, is the use of the natural activity of the four elements to illustrate the principle. The typical disposition of the elements, from highest to lowest, lightest to heaviest, has here been retained. The eagle lists 'fyr' (742) and air ('soun: 742) as 'thynges lyghte' (743), while the two terrestrial elements are water (,Rood and see: 751) and 'erthe' (752).
The latter two elements are additionally represented by natural phenomena appropriate to them -water by the 'fyssh duellynge' (751) in it, and earth by the trees (752) which grow in it. Chaucer's rudimentary assignment here of animals to elements recalls a tradition commonly located in commentaries on the Creation and in the natural histories. There divine Providence is described as distributing animals to their proper places in the world. Isidore of Seville, in the Etymalogiae, makes a typical statement of the distribution:
Quapropter omnia element3 omnibus inesse, sed unumquodque eorum ex eo quod amplius habet accepisse vocabulum. Sunt autem divina providentia propriis animantibus distributa: nam caelum angelis. aerem volucribus, mare piscibus. terram hominibus ceterisque animantibus Creator ipse inplevit.
[XIII. iii)"
The formula was a standard one, although additions could be made. Rabanus Maurns," for example, in his version of Isidore's original, adds ecclesia as the second attribute of terra. What is important here for our purpose is that while no attempt has been made specifically to link the eagle with the element air, air is the element which is traditionally (as in Genesis I: 20, 22) and naturally associated with birds (aves and valueres). Of these, the eagle, as rex avium, traditionally stands first"
The eagle ends his lecture with a summary in which he expliCitly reminds Chaucer that air is the element to which sound naturally inclines: That 'kynde place in air' is, of course, the House of Fame, which, the eagle repeats, 'ys set amyddys of these three, / Heven, erthe, and eke the see' (845-6), in the intermediate element Air.
The iconography of the Four Elements in the Middle Ages can by no means be considered uncomplicated, and in reading modern studies of iconograph y 16 one is impressed by the absence of consistency in representation. Generally speaking, there seems to have been less diversity with Earth and Water than with Fire and Air. The element Air could be reproduced in a number of forms. The classical type was the figure of Aeolus, blowing a long trumpet; Chaucer, following Ovid, portrays 'this Eolus, [who} with harde grace, / Held the wyndes in distresse' (1586-7) in Book III of the poem. Aeolus could be replaced, however, by a puffedcheeked face representing the winds, as in the well-known microcosm illustration in the Hortus deliciarum,17 or else by the figure of a winged man holding aloft some of the additional symbols of air, such as a cloud, a wind-bag, or a bird.
Birds were the most obvious natural representatives of Air, and there is no shortage of useful illustrations. For example, in an early twelfthcentury manuscript of the Clavis Physicae of Honorius Augustodunensis in the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris, a miniature illustrates the Four Divisions of Nature. The Four Elements are present as one of these divisions, and Air is symbolically represented by three large birds Hying amidst clouds in the sky!' Later, however, toward the end of the twelfth century," the concept of air, which had previously been portrayed in these general terms, for some reason comes to be represented often by a more specific avian form -the eagle.
In the possession of the Benedictine Monastery of Engelberg, Switzerland, there is a large, gold and silver ceremonial cross dating from the late twelfth or early thirteenth century. In high relief on the front face of the cross is shown the Crucified Christ; at the four terminals are four circular medallions containing the images of the Four Evangelists, each accompanied by its appropriate apocalyptic symbol. The rear face of the cross (plate I) has at the four terminals four square medallions containing the images of the Four Elements which correspond to the medallions of the Evangelists on the other side. The medallion of St John, whose symbol is an eagle, thus corresponds to the medallion of the element Air which depicts, Significantly, a youth carrying a bird and a cloud who is mounted upon an eagle (plate 2).
The In principia erat Verbum. 21 The correlation set out by Christianus here is not exactly that of the Engelberg Cross (Earth and Water differ), but coelum ( the sky or the air) commonly is represented by St John, whose symbol is the eagle.
A drawing of the Four Elements which seems to be related to the Engelberg Cross appears in a late twelfth-century chronological and astronomical manuscript nOW in the Oesterreichische Nationalbibliothek in Vienna 2 ' ( plate 3). The elements are here again mounted upon their symbols, but there are some alterations. Earth is now suckling a centaur instead of the ox and serpent in the Engelberg representation, while Water rides a strange, winged horse (sea-horse? ) in place of a dolphin. Fire remains seated upon the lion, and the youth who personifies Air is once again mounted upon an eagle. The temptation to leap at the similarities and to suggest a mutual source is great -one writer" has already been willing to see the correlation in the Engelberg Cross and in the Vienna Codex as evidence of an earlier tradition -but without further evidence no proof exists. Nevertheless, whether one accepts the validity of a general correlation of Evangelists and Elements or not, the eagle, perhaps also in its function as the symbol of St John , has come to be a consistent representation of the element Air at this time."
The remaining plates demonstrate how the depiction of the Four Elements was continued into the fifteenth century. Plate four is taken from an illustrated edition ( dated cl430)" of Das Buch deT NatuT, a bestiary and natural history written about 1350 by Konrad Van Megenberg. The depiction of the Four Elements has by now greatly altered; the riders have disappeared and the representation now relies mainly on the forms of observable nature. What this illustration and its location demonstrate is that the Elements are not by this time considered in a theological association, but are part of the bestiary and natural history tradition. The presence of the Madonna and Child as Earth, however, a transfonnation of the earlier, ox-and serpent-suckling woman of the Engelberg Cross, does suggest the existence of an older model for the illustrator. The presence of the fish as Water (bearing a considerable resemblance to the dol-phin of the Engelberg Cross) is self-explanatory. Fire is represented by a salamander in the midst of Barnes, because this animal by legend was reputed to exist by eating fire, which it had the additional ability to extinguish by its mere presence." The eagle, significantly, has been retained to symbolize the element Air.
Plate five, taken from an illustrated World Chronicle of the early fifteenth century which is known as the 'Crespi Chronicle' and considered to be Florentine in origin, shows a further dilution of the tradition. The Chronicle is essentially a picture catalogue of great men from the world's Six Ages, equivalent in kind to the portrait gallery of pillars which the poet views inside the House of Fame (1419-1519). The Four Elements serve as a preface to the first age of the Chronicle and are in tended to evoke the Creation. Here, the strong, stylized symbolism of the Engelberg Cross and the Vienna Codex and the charm of the Megenberg illustration have been replaced by an ordinary sketch. Both the fiery salamander and the fi sh in water are present. The Madonna and Child of the Megenberg illustration have been superseded as the symbol of Earth by a small animal which is probably the mole (talpa)." The element Air is clearly shown as an eagle, with talons and a hooked bill, yet it is strangely labelled as a 'cameleon.' Below it on the ground reclines a camel. That the 'cameleon' represents Air may derive from the French bestiary tradition which describes the animal as a bird which lives on wind." The presence of the camel is unaccountable but may be the result of a confusion of nomenclature, since fcamelus' is similar in sound and form to Icameleon. ' Plate six, from another World Chronicle known as the 'Corsini Chronicle,' reveals an altered but nevertheless related illustration of the Four Elements. The four-square design has been discarded here in favour of a linear series, and each of the elements and each representative creature is named. The creatures correspond exactly to those of the Crespi Chronicle. Although the man uscript has faded badly, it is still possible to see that the chameleon of Air is very much an eagle, with talons, hooked bill , and outstretched wings, as Raymond Van Marle pOinted out some years ago." Despite the terminological confusion, one may see that the chameleon-eagle of the Corsini and Crespi Chronicles is certainly related in kind to the Megenberg eagle, and probably (although this is more difficult to prove) to the earlier tradition responsible for the eagle of Vienna Codex and the Engelberg Cross.
The representa tion of the element Air by the eagle seems to have been mainly an illustra tive tradition ,'· and to account for it textually is a more difficult procedure. for the illustrating of the bestiaries and natural histo-ries was normally an activity separate in time and place from their actual composition. Why the tradition became established may perhaps be understood from the ascribed natural abilities of the eagle. In the first place, birds, by divine ordinance, were created as the proper inhabitants of the air. Of these, the eagle was the foremost because of its strength, its proverbial powers of vision, and its ability to By the highest of any bird in the air. The high Bight of the eagle, like its eyesight, became a commOnplace; Chaucer uses it, for example, in the Squire's Tale, where the magic 'steede of bras' has the power to carry its rider 'as hye in the air / As dooth an egle whan hym list to soore' 022-3). The poet's own bird in the Hous of Fame carries its rider equally high:
But thus sane in a while he Was £lawen fro the ground so hye That al the world, as to myn ye, No more semed than a prikke; Or elles was the air so thikke That y ne myghte not discerne. In his Natural History (x.iv.15), Pliny recalls another tradition about the eagle. He remarks that this is the only bird that is never killed by a thunderbolt and for this reason custom has decreed the eagle to be the attendant of Jupiter. This is perhaps why the astonished poet expects to hear thunder when the eagle descends upon him as he stands outside the Temple of Venus, but 'never was ther dynt of thonder, / Ne that thyng that men calle fouder' (534-5). Shortly thereafter, the eagle formally introduces himself as 'dwellynge with the god of thonder, / Which that men callen Jupiter' (608-9). The same natural tradition nO doubt partly accounts for the eagle in the Megenberg illustration of the Four Elements. Konrad (quoting Pliny) mentions the eagle in relation to thunder and lightning in a general explanation of the natural phenomena of the element Air, and the illustrator may be recalling the passage while at the same time following an illustrative model."
Perhaps the fullest account of the eagle's resistance to thunder, however, and one in which the eagle is specifically associated with air, is contained in the Reductorium Morale of Peter Bersuire. The fifteenth book of this work, known as the Ovidius moralizatus, was a work which Chaucer undoubtedly knew and probably used in writing the Hous of Here, the eagle is directly associated with air, the intermediate element, because, through its ability to fly the highest of any bird, it is best able to perform the role of intermediary between the region of earth and Jupiter's throne in the realm of aether, which is situated in the highest part of the air.
When Chaucer's eagle completes his discourse on sound , the poetpassenger's response to the display of authoritative eloquence is less than adulatory. H e wishes, seemingly, to replace the probability of 'a good persuasion' (870) with the certainty of 'a preve by experience' ( 878) which the eagle, with the studied indignation of an irritated schoolmaster, promises to provide. Their subsequent journey together is a proof by dramatization of the theory of sound, and, at the same time, a tour of the element Air. When the eagle bids Chaucer to look down, he beholds all the features of earth and water (896-903). Later, when they have climbed even higher ( but not high enough to perish , like Phaethon, in the sphere of fire ) Chaucer observes the characteristic features of air itself.
Tho gan I loken under me And beheld the ayerissh bestes, Cloudes, mystes, and tempestes,
Snowes, hayles, reync 5, wyndes
And th'engendrynge in hir kyndes, All the wey thrugh which I cam. The two remai n in this intermediate element until they reach the House of Fame, the receptacle of sound , itself situated in air.
My purpose here has been to demonstrate that there existed a tradition which emphasized something other than the eagle's piercing powers of vision. That the eagle was used in the iconography of the Four Elements to symbolize Air has been established. As an illustrative tradition , it may have had a wider circulation, wide enough perhaps to touch Chaucer, than the examples shown here would allow. One should remember, finally, the poet's words as the journey nears an end: the eagle, he says, 'gladded me ay more and more, / So feythfully to me spak he' (962-3 ) IThe eagle is named from the sharpness of its eyes. For so great is its power of sight said to be, that whilst bearing itself above the sea with unmoving wing, and not exposed to human view, it sees 6sh swimming from the greatest heights, and, descending as if it were a projectile, draws the abducted prey on the mng to the sea shore. likewise, against the rays of the sun it holds its eyes without turning away; whence it exposes its own Hedglings, supporting them with its talon before the sun's rays, and sees which ones hold the pupils of their eyes motionless, so that it may spare the worthy ones; if, however, there are some whose gaze is turned away, the eagle discards them as degenerates. See Vincent of Beauvais, Speculum Quadruplex, 4 vols ( Douai 1624) I ( Naturale ) cols 241-2_ 10 De Civitate Dei libn XXII, VJI.vi: 'the world is divided into two parts, heaven and earth; and heaven in two parts, aether and air: likewise earth is divided into water and land. Of these the highest is aether, the second air, the third water, and the lowest earth: II Ed. Gustav Becker ( Berlin 1857) 24-5 'Air itself is also, by nature, in the middle between two combatants -that is to say water and fire -to both of which elements it allies itse1f, because it is joined together with water by its moistness and with 6re by heat.'
The Works of Geoffrey Ch.uce, 783
13 'Hence all elements are in all things, but each one has an appellation from it which it has taken. Likewise they are appropriated by divine foresight according to their animate properties: for the Creator himself has filled heaven with angels, the air with birds, the sea with fish, and the earth with men and other living creatures. is perhaps also part of the tradition. Within a crescent towards the upper margin of the drawing, the pcrsoni6cation of Air, surrounded by the puffing fac es of the four winds, carries in his hand a cloud from which issues lightning, snow, and rain. He is mounted upon a creature which seems to be half-eagle and half-lion, probably the mythological Griffin. The Reallexikon zur deutschen Kunstgeschichte (IV, col. 1267) accounts for the presence of the griffin as 'a misunderstanding in the repetition of older patterns,' patterns in which Air was presumably represented by an eagle, rather than by a creature with only the wings and head of one. . 'Jupiter dispatches thunderbolts, because thunder derives from the highest part of the air, Indeed, he has the eagle as a partner because that bird alone amongst all others is able to Ry straight up to the highest part of the air, and therefore the same bird is the armour-bearer of Jupiter. It is also said to carry thunderbolts for him because it is believed to Ry to the region of aether, even to the highest part of the air where the thunderbolts arc made.
PLATE NOTES
The Engelberg Cross. The Cross, from the Benedictine Monastery of Engelberg, Switzerland, is constructed of silver, The front face, showing the Crucified Christ and the medallions of the Four Evangelists, is plated with gold; the reverse face (shown here)
is not. The Cross stands 92 cm high by 60 cm across the span, The disposition of the
